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Biographical history

R.W. Cooper was well known for his preaching work in Britain and in Europe. He wrote numerous poems, tracts and articles and is particularly remembered for his work with his wife in helping displaced Europeans in Britain during World War II. This led to the development of "Gospel to Britain's Guests" which undertook outreach work among refugees in Britain.

Scope and content

The papers include original manuscript and typescript correspondence, autobiographical notes, notebooks of conferences, address books, notebooks of readings at Nutley P.O.W. camp, notebooks of details of European and other emigrants, miscellaneous notes, duplicated typescript and printed poems, tracts and articles. The autobiographical notes were published as a series of articles in Echoes Quarterly Review, 1973-1976. A large number of the letters were written from New Zealand where R.W. Cooper settled with his wife and daughter in his later years. It also comprises papers relating to "Gospel to Britain's Guests": original and typescript correspondence, notes, accounts and printed tracts.

System of arrangement
The catalogue is divided into two sections. The papers in the first section comprise mainly the papers donated by Miss Cooper, though a few donated by Mr. Coad have been included. The second section comprises entirely papers relating to the work of "Gospel to Britain's Guests" donated by Mr. Coad and includes papers originally of others besides R.W. Cooper. When the papers donated by Miss Cooper arrived at the Library, they were found to be in four groups as follows: tracts and articles, poems, original MS. of "A Veteran Remembers" and correspondence, personal papers. The order shown in the catalogue is, however, a rearrangement of this order so as to incorporate the additional papers donated by Mr. Coad. The catalogue is divided as follows (and, within these sections, into chronological order - Note that in Section 1, part 1 however, the papers were first arranged according to correspondents with any draft replies):

**Section 1:**

3. Notebooks and address books, 1939-1951

**Section 2:**

1. Letters, notes, minutes, agenda, 1944-1969 and [n.d]
4. Printed tracts, 1957 and [n.d.]

**Immediate source of acquisition**

The papers came to the Library from two sources: CBA 3087-3194 and CBA 5713(27-33) were donated by Mr. F.R. Coad; CBA 5713(1-26 and 34-78) were donated by Miss P.R. Cooper, daughter of R.W. Cooper.

**Restrictions on access**

The collection is open to any accredited reader.

**Restrictions on use**

Photocopies and photographic copies of material in the archive can be supplied for private study purposes only, depending on the condition of the documents.

A number of items within the archive remain within copyright under the terms of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988; it is the responsibility of users to obtain the copyright holder's permission for reproduction of copyright material for purposes other than research or private study.
Prior written permission must be obtained from the Library for publication or reproduction of any material within the archive. Please contact the Keeper of Manuscripts and Archives, John Rylands University Library, 150 Deansgate, Manchester, M3 3EH.

Other finding aids

A catalogue of the Collection was produced by David Brady and Susan M. Noble in 1984 (reference number CBA H6). The present catalogue has been produced to replace this with a modern ISAD(G) compliant catalogue.
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Index terms

Personal Name
Cooper Ransome Wallace 1881-1979 Chemist, Brethren preacher and missionary

Corporate Name
Gospel to Britian's Guests

Subject
Christianity
Missionaries
Plymouth Brethren
Religion
Religious History

Reference code: CBA 5713 (1) - CBA 5713(78)

Personal Papers of Ransome Wallace Cooper

Dates of creation: 1924-1979
Extent: 6 series, 78 items
Name of creator: Ransome Wallace Cooper

Reference code: CBA 5713(1) - CBA 5713(23)
Letters

Dates of creation: 1973-1976
Extent: 23 items

Scope and Content

Reference code: CBA 5713(1)

Bundle of Letters

Dates of creation: Nov 1974 - Jan 1975
Extent: 7 pages

Scope and Content

3 letters and 1 note from Inge Eszes

Reference code: CBA 5713(1)(1)

Letter

Dates of creation: 6 Nov 1974

Scope and Content

To [R.W.] Cooper referring to B. Sauerbrey in Germany: thanking Cooper for help 25 years before; her friendship with B. and G. Hallat in England; Charismatic prayer group at her Catholic church; effects of World War II on her faith; her husband and children.

Dated at Milwaukie

Reference code: CBA 5713(1)(2)

Letter

Dates of creation: 16 Dec 1974

Language: German

Scope and Content

To R.W. Cooper, on Christmas card, referring to B. [Sauerbrey]; recent prayer meeting with Baptist ministers attending; her husband and children; request for tracts; ref. to tract entitled: "Fusspuren im Sande".
Reference code: CBA 5713(1)(3)

Note

Dates of creation: [?7 Jan] 1975

Scope and Content

Note to [R.W. Cooper] listing [?tracts].

Dated at Milwaukie

Reference code: CBA 5713(1)(4)

Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Jan. 1975

Scope and Content

To [R.W.] Cooper thanking him for tracts; recollecting German soldiers in East Germany; recent prayer meeting and prayers for health of Mrs. Cooper; Mr. Hughes; her husband; gift of a German Bible; Charismatic Movement in Catholic Church; "Baptized in the Spirit" by S.B. Clarke.

Dated at Milwaukie

Reference code: CBA 5713(2)

Letter

Dates of creation: 27 Nov. 1974
Extent: 2 pages
Language: Letter in German

Scope and Content

From Berthold and Gertrud Sauerbrey to [R.W. Cooper referring to P.O.W. camp at Nutley].

Dated at Osterode-Lerbach.

Reference code: CBA 5713(3)
Bundle of Letters

Dates of creation: Feb-Sep 1973
Extent: 13 letters

Scope and Content

Bundle of letters, of Bill [William Thornburgh Stunt] to R. [W.] Cooper at Paraparaumu, N.Z., with 12 copy/draft replies regarding [Stunt]'s suggestion that Cooper write autobiographical notes for [Echoes of Service].

Dated at Bath,

Typescript, MS and photocopy of MS.

Reference code: CBA 5713(4)

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Sep 1973
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From Bill [William Thornburgh Stunt] to R.[W.]Cooper at Paraparaumu referring to chapters sent of Cooper's autobiographical notes and his difficulty in receiving Echoes Quarterly Review.

Dated at Bath.

Appended: notes for reply.

Reference code: CBA 5713(5)

Letter

Dates of creation: 23 Jan 1974
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From Bill [William Thornburgh Stunt] to R.W. Cooper thanking him for poem; [Stunt's] plans to travel to Columbo, South Africa and Madrid.

Dated at Bath.
Reference code: CBA 5713(6)

Notes

Dates of creation: [Apr 1974]
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Notes of [R.W. Cooper on alterations to his autobiographical notes].

Reference code: CBA 5713(7)

Copy and draft letter

Dates of creation: 6 Aug 1974
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

From Ransome Wallace Cooper to W.T. Stunt referring to request by C. Grant as to whether "A Veteran Remembers" might be printed in book form; remarks on health of Mr. and Mrs. Cooper.

[Paraparaumu]

Reference code: CBA 5713(8)

Bundle of letters

Dates of creation: 20 Aug - 12 Sep 1974
Extent: 7 pages

Scope and Content

Bundle of 3 letters and 1 copy letter:

Bath, Wellington, N.Z., Paraparaumu.

Reference code: CBA 5713(8)(1)

Letter
**Dates of creation:** 20 Aug 1974

**Scope and Content**

Letter of Bill S[tunt] at Bath to R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu regarding material sent by Cooper; [C.]Grant's suggestion [about printing "A Veteran Remembers" in book form]; visits to Ceylon and South Africa by S[tunt] and Mr.Childs; health of Mrs. Ruth Cooper and Armatude.

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(8)(2)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 28 Aug 1974

**Scope and Content**

Letter of Cecil [?Grant] at Wellington, N.Z., to [R.W.]Cooper regarding possibility of publishing "The life and times of Ransome W.Cooper"; visits to Waharoa in Waikato; ref. to Phyllis;

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(8)(3)

**Copy of Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 31 Aug. 1974

**Scope and Content**


**Reference code:** CBA 5713(8)(4)

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 12 Sep

**Scope and Content**

Reference code: CBA 5713(9)

Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Oct 1974
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From William Thornburgh Stunt to R.W. Cooper regarding mistakes in last issue of the "Quarterly"; thanking him for the "New Zealand Addendum".

Appended: [Cooper's note for reply].

Reference code: CBA 5713(10)

Notes

Dates of creation: [c. Nov 1974]
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Notes of [R.W. Cooper] for [letter] to Bill Stunt regarding large type for "Daily Prayer".

Reference code: CBA 5713(11)

Letter

Dates of creation: 22 Nov 1974
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From William Thornburgh Stunt to R.W. Cooper referring to size of type in "Echoes"; thanking him for donation for work in Ireland; ref. to work of R. McLuckie in Ireland; work of Miss Pledger for children of missionaries.

Dated at Bath.

Reference code: CBA 5713(12)
Letter

Dates of creation: 9 Dec 1974
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

From William Thornburgh Stunt to R.W. Cooper thanking him for item entitled: "Removal to New Zealand"; ref. to Phoebe and Joy; Stunt seeing Dorothy and her mother about papers relating to Miss Pledger's estate; Mrs. Cooper; ill-health of Mrs. R.W. Cooper; ref. to poem "Thy way is best" by R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Bath

Reference code: CBA 5713(13)

Bundle of Letters

Dates of creation:
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

Bundle of 1 letter, 2 copy letters from William Thornburgh Stunt with draft notes and 1 draft note

Reference code: CBA 5713(13)(1)

Letter

Dates of creation: 13 Jan 1975

Scope and Content

To R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu requesting photographs; ref. to reprint of R.W. Cooper's autobiographical notes;

Reference code: CBA 5713(13)(2)

Copy of letter

Dates of creation: 22 Jan. 1975

Scope and Content
Copy letter with draft notes, of R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu to
W.T. Stunt regarding photographs; commenting on reprint.

Reference code: CBA 5713(13)(3)

Copy of Letter

Dates of creation: 25 Jan 1975

Scope and Content

Copy letter with draft notes, dated , of R.W. Cooper at
[Paraparaumu] to [W.T.]Stunt regarding photographs;
suggesting additional copy for book in form of poems,
photographs and notes of [brethren] in the 1860s.

Reference code: CBA 5713(13)(4)

Notes

Dates of creation: 10 and 25 Feb 1975

Scope and Content

Draft notes of [R.W. Cooper], regarding photographs to be sent
to [W.T. Stunt] and list of [?poems].

Reference code: CBA 5713(14)

Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Feb 1975
Extent: 1page

Scope and Content

Letter from William Thornburgh Stunt to R.W. Cooper acknowledging
letter; expressing sympathy on hearing of ill-health of Mrs. Cooper;
good health enjoyed by Mrs. Boyd Cooper.

Dated at Bath . .

Reference code: CBA 5713(15)

Notes
Dates of creation: 3 and 7 Mar 1975  
Extent: 2 pages  

Scope and Content  

Notes of [Ransome Wallace Cooper] for letter to Bill [Stunt] regarding [Cooper]'s poems.

Reference code: CBA 5713(16)  
Dates of creation: 6 Mar 1975  
Extent: 2 pages  

Scope and Content  

Letter of Bill S[tunt] to R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu acknowledging poems; ref. to publishing of Cooper's autobiography.  

Dated at Bath.  

Appended: note acknowledging additional material sent.

Reference code: CBA 5713(17)  

Letter  

Dates of creation: 13 Mar 1975  
Extent: 1 page  

Scope and Content  

Letter of Bill S[tunt] to R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu referring to enclosed MS [not present] of the "New Zealand Addendum".  


Dated at Bath.

Reference code: CBA 5713(18)  

Letter  

Dates of creation: 21 Mar 1975  
Extent: 2 pages  

Scope and Content

Dated at Bath.

Appended: note of [R.W. Cooper], dated 1 Apr., regarding photographs.

Reference code: CBA 5713(19)

Letter

Dates of creation: 24 Mar 1975
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter of Bill S[tunt] to R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu regarding photographs; requesting that Cooper arrange for ["Echoes"] to receive a copy of the photograph of Cooper printed in the Kapati Observer.

Dated at Bath.

Reference code: CBA 5713(20)

Note

Dates of creation: 7 Apr 1975
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Note of [Ransome Wallace Cooper] that he has sent photographs and key to Bill Stunt.

[Paraparaumu].

Reference code: CBA 5713(21)

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Apr 1975
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content
Letter of Bill S[tunt] to R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu acknowledging photographs.

Dated at Bath.

Reference code: CBA 5713(22)

Letter

Dates of creation: 13 Aug 1975
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter of Bill S[tunt] to R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu regarding difficulties Cooper was having in receiving "Echoes".

Dated at Bath.


Reference code: CBA 5713(23)

Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Sep 1976
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter of Bill [Stunt] to R.W. Cooper at Paraparaumu referring to photographs returned and thanking him for fellowship over the years.

Dated at Bath.

Reference code: CBA 5713(24) - CBA 5713(26)

Autobiographical notes

Dates of creation: [c.1973-1976])
Extent: 3 items

Reference code: CBA 5713(24)

Notes
Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 232 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 5713(25)

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 11 pages

Scope and Content

Draft copy of Ransome Wallace Cooper's autobiographical notes: explanation as to how Cooper began to write his memoirs; chapter 1, relating lives of parents and grandparents, chapter 2, [incomplete] his early life.

Reference code: CBA 5713(26)

Notes

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 93 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 5713(27) - CBA 5713(33)

Notebooks and address books

Dates of creation: 1939-1951
Extent: 7 items
Physical Condition:
Scope and Content

Arrangement

Reference code: CBA 5713(27)

Notes

Dates of creation: 1939-1946
Extent: 1 notebook and loose pages: 48 pages and 50 pages

Scope and Content

Notes of Ransome Wallace Cooper of addresses etc. of European and other emigrants to whom tracts should be sent; list of orders for advertisements in European publications for [copies of the New Testament] with cuttings of the advertisements.

Enclosed: 3 letters, dated Dec. 1939, of the Canadian Dept. of Mines and Resources, the Canadian Pacific Railway Co. and the Canadian National Railways to R.W. Cooper regarding his request for information about East European settlers in Canada; loose cuttings of advertisements; 10 letters, dated 1943-1946 to R.W. Cooper regarding order for advertisements; other notes regarding advertisements.

Reference code: CBA 5713(28)

Notebook

Dates of creation: 19 Mar 1949
Extent: 25 pages

Scope and Content

Notes of Ransome Wallace Cooper containing names and addresses of ex-P.O.W.s and others, some saved, some interested.

Reference code: CBA 5713(29)

Notebook

Dates of creation: [c.1949]
Extent: 47 pages and 3 pages
Language: German and English

Scope and Content

Notes of names and addresses kept by [R.W. Cooper] of [ex-P.O.W.s]
Enclosed: 2 loose pages of notes in German and English.

Reference code: CBA 5713(30)

Notebook

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 164 pages and 12 pages and 12 pages

Scope and Content

Names and addresses kept by [R.W. Cooper].

Enclosed: loose notes of names and addresses; notes of [_R.W. Cooper_] on: Isaac and Rebekah; God the Steward; Joseph: a type of Christ; notes of [reading at Potters Bar Open Air 1909].

Reference code: CBA 5713(31)

Notebook

Dates of creation: 9 Aug - 26 Oct 1946
Extent: 60 pages

Scope and Content

Notes of [R.W. Cooper] of readings and comments on attendance at German P.O.W. camp, Chapel Wood, Nutley.

Nutley.

Reference code: CBA 5713(32)

Notebook

Dates of creation: [1948]
Extent: 15 pages

Scope and Content

List of [R.W. Cooper] of those present at conference at Kingsway Hall and other notes. 1 notebook.

Reference code: CBA 5713(33)
Notebook

Dates of creation: 1950, 1951
Extent: 33 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 5713(34) - CBA 5713(41)

Miscellaneous notes

Extent: 8 items

Reference code: CBA 5713(34)

Note

Dates of creation: [c.1970s]
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Note of [R.W. Cooper] to Phoebe [R. Cooper] requesting his [correspondence] regarding publications of "A Veteran Remembers".

Reference code: CBA 5713(35)

Note

Dates of creation: 22 Sep 1975
Extent: 1 page and 2 pages

Scope and Content

Note of [R.W. Cooper] regarding attached article.

Attached: copy of "Widening Horizons" by [R.W. Cooper], being thoughts on his personal belief.

Reference code: CBA 5713(36)
Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page and 17 pages
Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 5713(37)

Note

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page and 1 page

Scope and Content

Note of [Phoebe R. Cooper] stating that the attached note was among her father's papers.

Attached: note of Biblical references.

Reference code: CBA 5713(38)

Notes

Dates of creation: [15 Jul 1974]
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

Notes of [R.W. Cooper] of receipts and expenditure relating to tract entitled: "For The Journey", and personal finances.

Reference code: CBA 5713(39)

Memoir

Dates of creation: 27 Dec 1979
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content
Ransome Wallace Cooper, born 22 December 1881, died 13 December 1979. [By Phoebe R. Cooper]

Appended: note of C. Grant that the memoir was sent to him, to G.C.D. Howley and to editors of "Echoes" for obituary notices.

See also CBA 3087.

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(40)

**Photograph**

**Dates of creation:** [?1971]
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

Photograph, black and white, of R.W. Cooper.

Phoebe R. Cooper Ph5713

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(41)

**Notice Card**

**Dates of creation:** [c.1973]
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**


**Reference code:** CBA 5713(42) - CBA 5713(44)

**Poems of R.W. Cooper**

**Dates of creation:** 1924-1978 and n.d
**Extent:** 3 items

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(42)

**Copies of Poems**
Dates of creation: 1924-1975 and n.d.
Extent: 121 pages

Scope and Content

Copies of poems of Ransome Wallace Cooper bound together with list of contents.

Reference code: CBA 5713(43)

Poems

Extent: 155 pages

Scope and Content

Bundle of copies of poems of Ransome Wallace Cooper with list of contents.

Reference code: CBA 5713(44)

Poems

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 31 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 5713(45) - CBA 5713(78)

Cuttings, tracts, articles

Extent: 15 page notebook and scrapbook containing 33 items

Physical Condition:

Reference code: CBA 5713(45)

Notebook of Cuttings

Dates of creation: 1970-1971
Extent: 15 pages
Scope and Content
Cuttings from articles by R.W. Cooper from Kapimana News.
Paraparaumu.

Reference code: CBA 5713(46) - CBA 5713(78)

Scrapbook
Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 33 pieces

Scope and Content
Scrapbook containing typescript articles and printed tracts by Ransome Wallace Cooper

Reference code: CBA 5713(46)

Article
Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Reference code: CBA 5713(47)

Article
Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content
Duplicated typescript of article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled: "Have you read it?".

Reference code: CBA 5713(48)
Article

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content

Duplicated typescript of article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled: "I am lost, please find me".

Reference code: CBA 5713(49)

Article

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled: "You can trust His word".

Reference code: CBA 5713(50)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, The house of a thousand terrors. (Bellville CP: Evangelical Mission Press)

Reference code: CBA 5713(51)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, Two natures. (Bellvil[Il]e CP: Evangelical Mission Press)
Reference code: CBA 5713(52)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content


(Good News Tracts).

Reference code: CBA 5713(53)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, *Double double* (Bellville, C.P., Evan.Mis.Pr.)

Reference code: CBA 5713(54)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 16 pages

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, *The footstep on the sand* [N.pl.], (Wentforth Pr.)

Reference code: CBA 5713(55)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d
Extent: 4 pages
Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, *He must reign* (Bellville, C.P., Evan.Mis.Pr.)

Reference code: CBA 5713(56)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, *No receipts in this court* (Bellville CP: Evan.Mis.Pr.)

Reference code: CBA 5713(57)

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, *Born King* (Bellville CP: Evangelical Mission Press)

Reference code: CBA 5713(58)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, *Will you take a guide?* (Bellville CP: Evan.Mis.Pr.)

Reference code: CBA 5713(59)

Printed Magazine

Dates of creation: Jul
Extent:
Scope and Content

Copy of *Joyful Tidings* including article, "I don't know how to come", by R.W. Cooper. (Palmerston North: G.P.H.Soc.), No.732

Appended in scrapbook: notes of [R.W. Cooper] regarding letters written to him following publication of his article in *Joyful Tidings*.

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(60)

Printed Tract

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 4 pages

Scope and Content


**Reference code:** CBA 5713(61)

Printed Tract

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 4 pages

Scope and Content


**Reference code:** CBA 5713(62)

Printed Tract

**Dates of creation:** n.d
**Extent:** 4 pages

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace cooper, *Have you read it?* (Bellville[CP]: Evangelical Mission Press)
**Reference code:** CBA 5713(63)

**Printed Tract**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 4 pages

**Scope and Content**

COOPER () Ransome Wallace Coper, *What money could not buy* (Bellville,[C.P.1, Evan.Mis.Pr.)

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(64)

**Printed Magazine**

**Dates of creation:** Nov
**Extent:**

**Scope and Content**

Copy of *Joyful Tidings* (Palmerston North: G.H.P.Soc.), No.736, including article, "The secret of happiness that lasts for ever" by R.W. Cooper.

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(65)

**Printed Tract**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 4 pages

**Scope and Content**


**Reference code:** CBA 5713(66)

**Printed Tract**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 4 pages
**Language:** Spanish

**Scope and Content**
Ransome Wallace Cooper, *Uma brecha nas fileiras*. [Spanish translation by A.Maxwell of *A gap in the ranks*]. [N.pl.,n.pub.]

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(67)

**Duplicated typescript**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled "Point of no return".

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(68)

**Duplicated typescript**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled "Whose fault?"

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(69)

**Duplicated typescript**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled "Help!".

**Reference code:** CBA 5713(70)

**Duplicated typescript**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**
Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled "Brothers. Jesus is not ashamed to call them his brothers. Hebrews 2:11 T.E.V.".

Reference code: CBA 5713(71)

Duplicated typescript

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled "Twice born".

Reference code: CBA 5713(72)

Duplicated typescript

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent:

Scope and Content

Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled: "Alone - and nothing to read".

Reference code: CBA 5713(73)

Duplicated typescript

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Poem by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled: "Why was this written?".

Reference code: CBA 5713(74)

Duplicated typescript

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent:
Scope and Content

Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled "Why you need Jesus".

Reference code: CBA 5713(75)

Duplicated typescript

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Article by Ransome Wallace Cooper entitled "You can trust His word".

Reference code: CBA 5713(76)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 8 pages
Language: Spanish

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, La huella en la arena. [Spanish translation of The footstep on the sand] [Palmerston North]. (C.P.H.[Soc.])

Reference code: CBA 5713(77)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 8 pages
Language: Spanish

Scope and Content

Ransome Wallace Cooper, La huella en la arena. [Spanish translation of The footstep on the sand]. [Palmerston North,, (G.P.H.[Spc.1])
Reference code: CBA 5713(78)

Printed Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

54,180 Smiths (New York: Le Tourneau Evan.Cen.)

Reference code: CBA 3088 - CBA 3193

Papers of Ransome Wallace Cooper relating to 'Gospel to Britian's Guests'

Dates of creation: 1944-1969
Extent: 4 series, 114 items
Name of creator: Ransome Wallace Cooper

Reference code: CBA 3088 CBA 3181

Letters, notes, minutes, agenda (1944-1969 and n.d.)

Dates of creation: 1944-1969
Extent: 99 items

Reference code: CBA 3191

Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Mar 1944
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Children's Special Service Mission to R.W. Cooper concerning German leaflets.

Dated at London

Reference code: CBA 3088

Typescript Letter
Dates of creation: 8 Oct 1946
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from M. Harry to R.W. Cooper, confirming that the Archbishop of Canterbury did not at any time bless the bombers that were to attack Germany.

Dated at Lambeth Palace

Reference code: CBA 3089

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Oct 1946
Extent: 1 page
Language: German

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to W Maass.

Dated at Chelwood Gate

Carbon Copy

Reference code: CBA 3090

Letter

Dates of creation: 6 Oct 1946
Extent: 3 pages
Language: German

Scope and Content

Letter from Werner Maass to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Eaglesham.

Reference code: CBA 3091

Letter
Dates of creation: 27 Apr 1947
Extent: 2 pages
Language: German

Scope and Content

Letter from Werner Maas to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Eaglesham.

Reference code: CBA 3092

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Sep 1946
Extent: 1 page
Language: German

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to W. Maass.

Dated at Chelwood Gate.

Carbon copy

Reference code: CBA 3093

Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Oct 1946
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Margaret McCraig to R.W. Cooper, informing him of the conversion of W. Maass.

Dated at Eaglesham.

Reference code: CBA 3094

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Nov 1946
Extent: 3 pages
Scope and Content

Letter from Werner Maas to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Eaglesham.

Reference code: CBA 3095

Letter

Dates of creation: 20 Dec 1946
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Heinrich Schaefer to E. Sauer, referring to R.W. Cooper.
Dated at Hagen.

Reference code: CBA 3096

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Jun 1947
Extent: 1 page
Language: German

Scope and Content

Letter from Andre Kirn to R.W. Cooper.
Dated at Chislehurst.

Reference code: CBA 3097

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 14 Jul 1947
Extent: 1 page
Language: German

Scope and Content

Letter from Raimund Willimek to R.W. Cooper, declaring his conversion.
Dated at Ravensbourne.

**Reference code:** CBA 3097

**Typescript Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 14 Jul 1947  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

Translation of letter from Raimund Willimek to R.W. Cooper, declaring his conversion.

Dated at Ravensbourne.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 3098

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 11 Jul 1947  
**Extent:** 2 pages  
**Language:** German

**Scope and Content**

Letter from Paul Rutkowski to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Kings Lynn.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 3099

**Typescript Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 18 Dec 1947  
**Extent:** 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

Letter from Heinrich Schaefer to R.W. Cooper, referring to E.Sauer.

Translation Hagen.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 3100
Typescript Letter

**Dates of creation:** 18 Dec 1947  
**Extent:** 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

[Another copy of CBA 3099.]

Carbon copy of typescript.

**Reference code:** CBA 3101

---

Typescript Letter

**Dates of creation:** 18 Dec 1947  
**Extent:** 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

[Another copy of CBA 3099.]

Carbon copy of typescript.

**Reference code:** CBA 3103

---

Letter

**Dates of creation:** 23 Jan 1948  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

Letter from [writer's name uncertain] to R.W. Cooper.

**Reference code:** CBA 3102

---

Typescript Letter

**Dates of creation:** 18 Dec 1947  
**Extent:** 3 pages

**Scope and Content**

Translation of letter from Heinrich Schaefer to R.W. Cooper, referring to E. Sauer.
Dated at Hagen.
Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3104

Letter

Dates of creation: 9 Mar 1948
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Witwe Terezia to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Novi-Kuczevac.

Reference code: CBA 3105

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 9 Mar 1948
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Translation of letter from Witwe Terezia Adam to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Novi-Kuczevac.

Reference code: CBA 3106

Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Jul 1948
Extent: 4 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Ernst Lodemann to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Rethmar.

Reference code: CBA 3107
Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Jul 1948
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Translation of letter from Ernst Lodemann to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Rethmar.

Reference code: CBA 3108

Letters

Dates of creation: 15 and 17 Jun 1948
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Translation of letters from Ernst Lodemann to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Rethmar.

Reference code: CBA 3109

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Jun 1948
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Ernst Lodemann to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Rethmar.

Reference code: CBA 3110

Letter

Dates of creation: 17 Jun 1948
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content
Letter from Ernst Lodemann to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at Rethmar.

Reference code: CBA 3111

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: Aug 1948
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Translation of letter from Gustav Lodemann to R.W. Cooper, informing him of the murder of his son, E. Lodemann.

Dated at Rethmar.

Carbon copy of typescript.

Reference code: CBA 3112

Letter

Dates of creation: Aug 1948
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Translation of letter from Gustav Lodemann to R.W. Cooper, informing him of the murder of his son, E. Lodemann. Dated at Rethmar.

Reference code: CBA 3113

Letter

Dates of creation: Aug 1948
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Gustav Lodemann to R.W. Cooper, informing him of the murder of his son, E. Lodemann.

Dated at Rethmar.
Reference code: CBA 3115

Minutes

Dates of creation: 17 Apr 1953 - 21 Sep 1955
Extent: 14 pages

Scope and Content

Minutes of meetings of Gospel to Britain's Guests

Reference code: CBA 3116

Minutes

Dates of creation: 6 Nov 1953
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Draft minutes of meeting of Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Reference code: CBA 3117

Minutes

Dates of creation: 9 Apr 1954
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Draft minutes of meeting of Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Reference code: CBA 3118

Typescript Minutes

Dates of creation: 9 Apr 1954
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Draft minutes of meeting of Gospel to Britain's Guests.
Reference code: CBA 3119

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Jan 1956
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to J. Shneidrook. Dated at Eastbourne.

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3120

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 19 Jan 1956
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to J Shneidrook.

Dated at Eastbourne.

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3121

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 27 Feb 1956
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from George and E. Huskisson to committee of the Gospel to Britain's Guests, informing them of the acquisition of a van for mobile gospel work.

Dated at Wrexham.

Reference code: CBA 3122
**Typescript Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 23 Apr 1956  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

Letter to committee members of the Gospel to Britain's Guests, concerning the Slav Centre fund.

Dated at Eastbourne

Duplicated typescript.

**Reference code:** CBA 3123

---

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 24 Apr 1956  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

Letter from Stuart K. Hine to R.W. Cooper, concerning the Slav Centre.

Dated at London

Typescript and manuscript.

**Reference code:** CBA 3124

---

**Typescript Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 9 May 1956  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

Copy of a letter from Howard C. Hitchcock to committee members of the Gospel to Britain's Guests, concerning the proposed Slav Centre. May 9th, 1956.

**Reference code:** CBA 3124

---

**Typescript Note**
Note from Ransome Wallace Cooper to the conference to consider the proposed Slav Centre.

Reference code: CBA 3126

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Jun 1956
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from the editors of *Echoes of Service* to R.W. Cooper, concerning the commendation of J.L. Darby to work among the displaced persons in Berlin.

Dated at Bath.

Reference code: CBA 3127

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Jun 1956
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter to J.L. Darby from the editors of *Echoes of Service*, concerning his commendation to work among displaced persons in Berlin. (Copy for Mr. R.W. Cooper)

[Bath]

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3127

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Jun 1956
Extent: 2 pages
Scope and Content

Letter to J.L. Darby from the editors of *Echoes of Service*, concerning his commendation to work among displaced persons in Berlin. (Copy for Mr. R.W. Cooper)

[Bath]

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3128

Letter

Dates of creation: 6 Feb 1957
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Douglas H. Bell to R.W. Cooper requesting refund of money unexpended on the proposed Slav Centre.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3129

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 11 Feb 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to D.H. Bell enclosing refund of money unexpended on the proposed Slav Centre.

Dated at Eastbourne.

Carbon copy of typescript.

Reference code: CBA 3130

Letter
Dates of creation: Feb 1957
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 3131

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 21 Feb 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to D.H. Bell enclosing interest on money previously given and now refunded.

Dated at Eastbourne

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3132

Letter

Dates of creation: 1 May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Howard C. Hitchcock to R.W. Cooper concerning the use of money unexpended on the proposed Slav Centre.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3133

Letter

Dates of creation: 10 May 1957
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content
Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to H.C. Hitchcock concerning the appointment of A.L. Lake and F.R. Coad to offices connected with work among displaced persons.

Reference code: CBA 3134

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 1 May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from J. and Tarasiuk Shneidrook to R.W. Cooper concerning the disposal of money unexpended on the proposed Slav Centre.

Reference code: CBA 3135

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 18 May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper and others to J. Shneidrook and I. Tarasiuk concerning the abandonment of the Slav Centre.

Dated at Eastbourne.

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3136

Letter

Dates of creation: 20 May 1957
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to R.W. Cooper and I.C. Harvey agreeing to act as treasurer in work among displaced persons.

Dated at Sutton.
Reference code: CBA 3137

Letter

Dates of creation: 31 May 1957
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from [writer's name uncertain] to R.W. Cooper concerning the disposal of money unexpended on the proposed Slav Centre.

Dated at Lingfield.

Reference code: CBA 3138

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 14 Jan 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from J. and L. Shneidrook to R.W. Cooper concerning the printing of a Hungarian translation of A.F. Eoll's tract, "Eletet életert."
Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3139

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 4 Feb 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from J. Shneidrook to R.W. Cooper concerning the disposal of money unexpended on the proposed Slav Centre.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3140

Typescript Letter
Dates of creation: 4 Feb 1957  
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content
Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to J. Shneidrook.  
Dated at Eastbourne.  
Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3141

Agenda and Notes

Dates of creation: 11 Mar 1957  
Extent: 3 pages

Scope and Content
Agenda and notes on the meeting of Gospel to Britain's Guests held on March 11th, 1957.  
Manuscript and typescript.

Reference code: CBA 3142

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Apr 1957  
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content
Letter from J. Shneidrook to R.W. Cooper, reporting on Mrs Shneidrook's health.  
Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3143

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 1 May 1957  
Extent: 1 page
Scope and Content

Letter from J. and Tarasiuk Shneidrook to R.W. Cooper concerning the disposal of money unexpended on the proposed Slav Centre.

Reference code: CBA 3144

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 1 May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Copy of letter from J and Tarasiuk Shneidrook to R.W. Cooper concerning the disposal of money unexpended on the proposed Slav Centre.

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3145

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 6 May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Stuart K. Hine to R.W. Cooper.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3146

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 10 May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to J. Shneidrook and I. Tarasiuk acknowledging a previous letter from them.
Dated at Eastbourne.

Carbon copy.

**Reference code:** CBA 3148

**Typescript Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 14-15 May 1957

**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

Letter from Stuart K. Hine to R.W. Cooper concerning difficulties over the abandonment of the proposed Slav Centre.

Dated at London.

**Reference code:** CBA 3147

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 14 May 1957

**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

Letter from Stuart K. Hine to [R.W.] Cooper commenting on letter of Cooper to Hine regarding conference of Ukrainians at Manchester; commenting on letters of Cooper to Shneidrook regarding use of gifts for place for meetings; and letters of protest of [I.]Tarasiuk and Shneidrook.

P.s.: comment on Shneidrook's complaint about "Hungarian emphasis" in "They Seek a Country".

P.s., dated 15 May: ref. to problem in housing printing; press following notice to the Shneidrooks to quit their house; refs. to illness of br.Ungar; Mr Laing; [F.]Kiss.

[London].

Typescript and Manuscript

**Reference code:** CBA 3148
Typescript Note

Dates of creation: May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

From Stuart K. Hine: suggestion for a circular concerning the fund for a Slav Centre in London. May, 1957.

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3149

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 18 May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper and others to J. Shneidrook and I. Tarasiuk concerning the abandonment of the Slav Centre.

Dated at Eastbourne

Carbon copy of typescript.

Reference code: CBA 3150

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 18 May 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Another copy of CBA 3149

Reference code: CBA 3151

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 18 May 1957
Extent: 1 page
Scope and Content

Another copy of CBA 3149

Reference code: CBA 3152

Letter

Dates of creation: 1 Jun 1957
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper in explanation of another letter written to J. Shneidrook and I. Tarasiuk.

Reference code: CBA 3153

Letter

Dates of creation: 15 Jun 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from I. Tarasiuk to J.C. Harvey. Dated at Manchester.

Reference code: CBA 3154

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 20 Jun 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from J Shneidrook to R.W. Cooper.
Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3155

Typescript
Dates of creation: 9 Aug 1957  
Extent: 5 pages

Scope and Content

Substance of an address by Ferenc Kiss given on Friday, August 9th, 1957.

Duplicated Typescript.

Reference code: CBA 3156

Typescript

Dates of creation: [?1957]  
Extent: 6 pages

Scope and Content

Questions and answers [given by F. Kiss concerning Christians in Hungary. ]

Duplicated typescript.

Reference code: CBA 3157

Typescript Notes

Dates of creation: 2 Sep 1957  
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Notes of meeting of Gospel to Britain's Guests held at Park House Hall.

Reference code: CBA 3158

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 2 Nov 1957  
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Ransome Wallace Cooper to W.T. Stunt.
Dated at Eastbourne.

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3159

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 9 Nov 1957
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Dated at Eastbourne.

Carbon copy.

Reference code: CBA 3160a

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 19 Mar 1962
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from John M. Bunting to A.L. Lake.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3160

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 18 Mar 1965
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning the accounts of the Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Dated at London.
Reference code: CBA 3161

Letter

Dates of creation: 31 Mar 1965
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning J. Tolwinski.

Dated at London.

Typescript and manuscript.

Reference code: CBA 3162

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 25 Mar 1965
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning the Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3163

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 28 Apr 1965
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A. Pickering concerning J. Tolwinski. Reference to S.S. Short.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3164
Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 7 May 1965  
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning J. Tolwinski.
Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3165

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 20 May 1965  
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning J. Tolwinski.  
Reference to J. Shneidrook.
Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3166

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 20 May 1965  
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to J. Shneidrook concerning J. Tolwinski.
Dated at London.
Carbon copy of typescript.

Reference code: CBA 3167

Typescript Letter
Letters

Letter

**Dates of creation:** 9 Sep 1965  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**  
Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake outlining the accounts of the Gospel to Britain's Guests. Dated at London.

**Reference code:** CBA 3168

Letter

**Dates of creation:** 7 Oct 1965  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**  
Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning a Polish edition of *The Pilgrim's Progress*.  
Dated at London.  
Typescript and manuscript.

**Reference code:** CBA 3169

Typescript Letter

**Dates of creation:** 14 Oct 1965  
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**  
Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake.  
Dated at London.

**Reference code:** CBA 3170

Typescript Letter

**Dates of creation:** 18 Feb 1966  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**
Letter from John M. Bunting to A.L. Lake concerning the Polish edition of *Pilgrim's Progress*.

Typescript

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3170

Letter

Dates of creation: 26 Jan 1966
Extent: 2 pages

Scope and Content

Letter from Henry C. Spence to A.L. Lake concerning a Polish translation of *Pilgrim's Progress* and other Slavic literature.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3171

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 13 May 1966
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning a Polish edition of *The Pilgrim's Progress*. Dated at London

Reference code: CBA 3172

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Mar 1966
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning the funds of the Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Dated at London
Reference code: CBA 3173

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 1 Apr 1966
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from A.L. Bunting to A.L. Lake concerning the Polish edition of *Pilgrim's Progress*.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3174

Letter

Dates of creation: 24 Nov 1966
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning a Polish edition of *The Pilgrim's Progress*.

Dated at London.

Manuscript and typescript.

Reference code: CBA 3175

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 5 May 1967
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning the funds of the Gospel to Britain's Guests

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3176
Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 30 May 1967
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from John M. Bunting to A.L. Lake concerning the Polish edition of *Pilgrim's Progress*.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3177

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 12 Jun 1967
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning a Polish edition of *The Pilgrim's Progress*.

Dated at London.

Reference code: CBA 3178

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 8 Oct 1969
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA3179

Typescript Letter

Dates of creation: 10 Nov 1967
Extent: 1 page

Scope and Content
Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning the funds of the Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Dated at London

**Reference code:** CBA 3180

**Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 14 Nov 1969
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake.

Dated at London.

Typescript and manuscript.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 3181

**Typescript Letter**

**Dates of creation:** 3 Dec 1969
**Extent:** 1 page

**Scope and Content**

Letter from Frederick Roy Coad to A.L. Lake concerning the accounts of the Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Dated at London.

---

**Reference code:** CBA 3182 - CBA 3183

**Accounts**

**Dates of creation:** 1956-1969
**Extent:** 2 items

---

**Reference code:** CBA 3182

**Typescript Receipts and Accounts**
**Dates of creation:** 1956  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

Receipts and payments accounts of Gospel to Britain's Guests for the year ended 31st December 1956.

**Reference code:** CBA 3183

**Typescript Receipts and Accounts**

**Dates of creation:** 1963-1969  
**Extent:**

**Scope and Content**

Receipts and payments accounts of Gospel to Britain's Guests for the three years ended 31st December 1963 and for the period from 1st January 1964 to 30th June 1969.

**Reference code:** CBA 3087, CBA 3114, CBA 3194

**Miscellaneous items**

**Dates of creation:** 1954, 1958 and n.d.  
**Extent:** 3 items

**Reference code:** CBA 3087

**Duplicated Typescript**

**Dates of creation:**  
**Extent:** 2 pages

**Scope and Content**

Ransome Wallace Cooper, born 22 December 1881, died 13 December 1979. [By P.R.Cooper].

**Reference code:** CBA 3114

**Handwritten Notes**

**Dates of creation:** n.d.  
**Extent:** 1 page
Scope and Content

Outline history by Ransome Wallace Cooper of the work of the Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Reference code: CBA 3194

Miscellaneous fragments

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 13 pages

Scope and Content

Relating to Gospel to Britain's Guests.

Manuscript and printed.

Reference code: CBA 3184 - CBA 3193

Printed tracts

Dates of creation: 1957 and n.d.
Extent: 9 items

Reference code: CBA 3184

Tract

Dates of creation: [c. 1957]
Extent: 20 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 3185

Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 16 pages
Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 3186

Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 16 pages
Language: Arabic

Scope and Content

Adolphus F. Eoll, Arabic translation of *Life for life*.

Title transliterated: *Hayat Li-ajli hayah*.

Reference code: CBA 3187

Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 16 pages
Language: German

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 3188

Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 13 pages and 1 page

Scope and Content

Adolphus F. Eoll, *Vie pour vie...selon l'original grec*. (Traduit du grec en allemand par A.F. Eoll...et dt l'allemand en français par E. d'Okolski.) (Herrliberg: A.F. Eoll.)(NB Check title and details)
Reference code: CBA 3189

Tract

Dates of creation: 1921
Extent: 14 pages

Scope and Content

Adolphus F. Eoll, Turkish translation of *Life for life*. Title transliterated: *Hayat için hayat*.

Reference code: CBA 3190

Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA3192

Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 16 pages

Scope and Content


Reference code: CBA 3193

Tract

Dates of creation: n.d.
Extent: 16 pages

Scope and Content
Alfred Taylor Schofield, *W podrōży*. (Stirling, Stirling Tract Enterprise)

*Creation*: Finding aid created by David Brady and Susan M. Noble in March 1984; the finding aid was modified and converted to EAD 2002 by Graham Johnson in March 2009.